SUGGESTION: AVOID THE MADNESS OF THE CROWDS AND THINK IT THROUGH FOR YOURSELF
Because our leaders are now almost routinely distorting the truth, please read and accept these critical facts:
Global Warming Madness is everywhere. Sure we burn fuel and this creates localised atmospheric warming.
This also increases the level of CO2. But believing we humans change the climate is like thinking King Canute
could hold back the tide. There is no climate emergency, and now no risk of any major sea level rise.
There is no climate crisis despite the frequent threats of climate apocalypse every year since 1989. None ever
eventuated. Over 40 years of natural warming (not man-made!) this graph attached shows the satellite record
of earth’s lower atmosphere since 1979. It shows warming at 0.13 degrees C. per decade over that period.
We are all carbon based life forms. For our survival, the most important thing we each do every minute of
every day is to breathe. The purpose of breathing is to re-oxygenate our blood, and by converting 20% of
each oxygen inhalation into CO2, we purge our blood of carbon. So every person first inhales 415 parts per
million of carbon dioxide (“CO2”) along with oxygen and other gases, and then exhales 100 times the CO2 they
inhaled. Plants breathe in the same 415 parts per million of CO2 and then exclude or exhale oxygen for us to
use. Because the optimum level of CO2 for plants is about 1,300 parts per million, farmers need to pump CO2
into their glass-houses to make up for the big shortfall. The much maligned methane gas (“CH4”) oxidises in
the atmosphere, turning into CO2 and water vapour. Methane is totally irrelevant as a greenhouse gas
There is compelling evidence that any change in the level of CO2 has no impact on climate, but changes in
earth’s temperature do drive changes in CO2 levels with a delay which allows for sea temperatures to catch up
with changes in atmospheric temperatures. 600,000 years of independent scientific ice core analysis positively
confirms this. The drop in global temperature by 0.4 degrees C. between 1940 and 1975 while atmospheric
CO2 increased, proves that increases in CO2 emissions have not influenced the modern climate either.
There is compelling evidence that CO2 is essential for all life on earth - not a pollutant. The higher the CO2
level, the more drought-resistant plants are, and the more vigorous their growth. NASA satellite imagery and
other studies have demonstrated conclusively that man-made CO2 is responsible for recent global greening.
There is compelling evidence that mankind cannot possibly change our climate. Earth’s climate has and will
always be determined by solar cycles. The sun provides 99% of earth’s energy and the movement of wind, air
pressure and ocean currents are a vain attempt to equalise heat distribution as the earth rotates. Water
vapour and clouds dominate earth’s greenhouse gases and the volume and efficacy of CO2’s thermal influence
is so low as to be inconsequential. So the solar cycles dominate climate change in the short to medium term.
Movements in earth’s orbit called “Milankovich Cycles” dominate successive glaciations. The warming since
the “Little Ice Age” ended (1850) and which continues to 2019, was caused by high solar activity, not humanity.
Many scientists now believe the sun is moving into a 200 year cycle called a “Grand Solar Minimum” and
they tell us earth’s climate will soon cool. I wonder why that advice doesn’t appear in the mainstream
media? We must wait and see if and how that eventuates, but there are already signs this may be starting.
After I warned the PM and Minister of Climate Change they may be accessories to fraud with their faux
climate action, I have laid complaints with the Serious Fraud Office and Commerce Commission. I’ve done my
bit, so it is over to these agencies to explain to the public how they plan to proceed – or not.
Sadly all news-worthy climate events are spun in favour of alarmism due to the false UN IPCC narrative.
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(Disclosure: the author is a private investor in international renewable energy projects)

